Abstract. Coherent x-ray diffraction is used to investigate the mechanical properties of a single grain within a polycrystalline thin film in situ during a thermal cycle. Both the experimental approach and finite element simulation are described. Coherent diffraction from a single grain has been monitored in situ at different temperatures. This experiment offers unique perspectives for the study of the mechanical properties of nano-objects.
Introduction
Coherent diffraction patterns from crystals in the Bragg mode are a fingerprint of the crystal shape but are also very sensitive to internal displacement fields [1] . This sensitivity to strain has been demonstrated in a few examples so far [2, 3] . Fundamental issues related to the ability to invert the three-dimensional (3D) diffraction pattern are still debated but chances are that it may become a unique way to image non-destructively strain fields with a resolution better than 10 nm. Impressive results can also be obtained with electron holography [4] but this requires sample thinning, which may drastically modify the initial strain field. Thus, imaging strain fields by coherent x-ray diffraction at the nanometer scale opens interesting possibilities in the field of mechanics in small dimensions.
The development of heterogeneous deformation within polycrystals remains an important research topic in the field of mechanics. In the past 15 years, significant advances have been obtained by combining numerical simulations with experimental measurements of displacement fields. The former rely on the finite element (FE) method and continuum crystal elasto-plasticity, whereas the latter are derived from digital image correlation or lattice rotation fields measured by EBSD at the micrometer scale [5, 6] . It has been shown that grain boundaries are sources of strong strain incompatibilities in the case of anisotropic elasticity, even in mainly 111 oriented grains in thin films and coatings [7] . Strain heterogeneities become even more pronounced when plasticity occurs. In the sub-micrometer range the lack of appropriate techniques to investigate strains at these scales prevents any comparison of simulations with experiments.
In the present work, we show that coherent x-ray diffraction is a promising tool to investigate the detailed intragranular displacement field within a polycrystalline aggregate. FE modeling is used to derive the displacement field, which in turn allows calculating the diffraction pattern from the deformed grain. First we describe the general methodology (section 2) that has been used in the present work: preparation of Au polycrystalline samples and characterization of the structure and average thermo-mechanical properties. Section 3 addresses the issue of numerical simulation from FE modeling of the displacement field to the 3D calculation of coherent diffraction patterns from deformed grains. Section 4 is devoted to the actual coherent x-ray diffraction measurements from crystals within polycrystalline aggregates. Experimental 3 results are discussed and compared with numerical simulations. A final conclusion synthesizes the major findings and discusses perspectives and directions for future work.
Methodology: samples and characterization
The sample studied here is a polycrystalline gold thin film, 375 nm thick, deposited on a glass substrate. Gold presents two interesting advantages: it has a high scattering factor and it does not easily oxidize. The sample was annealed in flame for a few seconds at 800-900
• C. The in-plane typical size of the grains lies between 0.200 and 3 µm.
Some preliminary characterization of the sample has been performed with a conventional x-ray source. The laboratory measurement was made in a high-resolution mode with a beam divergence around 0.007
• . A hybrid optic composed of a parabolic multi-layer mirror followed by a two-reflection Ge 220 channel cut was used to monochromatize the beam. The K α line from the copper anti-cathode was selected with a dispersion around 1 eV. The sample was mounted on the center of rotation of a four-circle goniometer. Finally, for strain measurement, the diffracted signal was recorded with a proportional counter after a three-reflection Ge 220 channel cut used as an analyzer.
The film presents a strong 111 texture ( figure 1(a) ). However, the 111 grains present some mosaicity (full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 3.6
• ) ( figure 1(b) ). In the plane of the film, the grains are randomly oriented. Indeed the [111] direction of the different grains is distributed on a circle on the 111 pole figure (figure 1(c) ).
The mechanical loading was performed via heating up and cooling down the sample. Because glass and gold thermal expansion coefficients are different, a strain field is induced in the thin film during heating (see equation (1)). In the different experiments explained here, the sample was heated up to 450
• C:
The furnace was previously calibrated with MgO powder 7 . At each temperature, a long exposure θ2θ scan was collected. The 2θ position was then derived from a fit of the diffraction peak with a pseudo-Voigt function. This position of the peak gives the precise d 111 parameter perpendicular to the film. Then perpendicular strain is calculated from the temperature-dependent [8] lattice parameter of Au, given by equation (2):
The in-plane strain is finally deduced from the out-of-plane strain using the assumption of zero out-of-plane stress:
(see [9] ). The numerical value is around 1.245 for gold [10] . The theoretical out-of-plane thermo-elastic strain is compared to the experimental one in figure 1(d). The initial experimental slope is smaller than the thermo-elastic one. This might be explained by non-elastic behavior (grain boundary grooving for example) or possibly a lack of adhesion of the film to the substrate. The experimental thermal cycle is opened and presents a flat portion at high temperatures. This behavior is indicative of plastic relaxation.
It should be emphasized that these measurements represent the second thermal cycle. The first thermal cycle concerns the in situ coherent diffraction experiment. The coherent diffraction to be described in section 3 was performed on polycrystalline features patterned with a focused ion beam (FIB) in the Au thin film. Ten-micron-sized squares in the middle of 150 µm bare substrate areas were prepared in order to get a finite size polycrystal containing 133 grains. Such a number of grains can be directly implemented in simulations. Thus we have the same boundary conditions in the simulated polycrystal and in the experiment. 
Numerical simulation of coherent diffraction
Finite element simulations of the behavior of polycrystalline aggregates have not yet been used to interpret diffraction patterns. The objective of the present section is to show that the detailed intragranular displacement field predicted by 3D FE computations can be exploited to delineate the respective effects of grain shape, orientation and strain on the evolution of complex diffraction patterns.
Theoretical aspects
Within the framework of the kinematic theory of diffraction 8 , the 3D intensity produced by a coherent beam diffracted by a small crystal is expressed as the sum of the complex amplitude scattered by each atom:
with r n being the atomic position at n and f n being its scattering factor.
For a deformed crystal, we define u(x, y, z) as the displacement vector field, which is the difference between the current and initial atom positions. Hence, r n = xa + yb + zc + u(x, y, z) with x, y and z being integer values and a, b and c being the basis vectors of the perfect crystal lattice.
With the scattering vector written in the reciprocal space (A, B, C), equation (3) becomes
Considering pure metals, f n does not depend on n. Within the Takagi approximation [11] and with q = G + q, equation (4) can be rewritten with a Fourier transform if q G:
Thus intensity I (q) is evaluated using the displacement field computed by finite element analysis within a polycrystal model.
Numerical simulation of a 3D coherent diffraction pattern
To compute the strain heterogeneities within a polycrystalline sample, a suitable mesh of the grains must be obtained. A standard way to mesh a polycrystal is to use Voronoi tessellations in two or three dimensions. This has been used successfully in the past to simulate the mechanical behavior of thin copper films [12] , but real grain geometry can also be used favorably if available [13] . In this work, thanks to their columnar nature, the precise shape of the grains can be extracted from a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image in back scattered electron mode (which provides some crystalline contrast), as shown in figure 2 . The resulting 2D microstructure is then extended in the Z-direction to obtain the 3D mesh with 133 grains. The mesh closely matches the gold sample size of 10 × 10 × 0.2 µm 3 . As the exact orientations of the grains were not available at the time of the computations, a fiber texture with 111 parallel to the surface and random in-plane orientation is applied. To match as closely as possible the experimental orientation set, small deviations of the 111 direction are taken into account. These deviations are applied randomly within the experimental scatter, as measured on the lab x-ray diffractometer.
FEM calculations were performed using Z-SeT software suite 9 using linear elasticity behavior with cubic anisotropy to represent the gold crystal network. The following elastic constants C i j have been used [10] : C 11 = 192 340 MPa, C 12 = 163 140 MPa and C 44 = 41 950 MPa. For face centered cubic (FCC) crystals, the Bragg vector is G hkl = 2π/a[h, k, l] with a the atomic spacing taken as a = 0.4078 nm. The effect of temperature on these parameters is neglected.
The different steps chained to obtain the 3D diffraction pattern in a selected grain are shown in figure 3 . Starting with the 3D mesh and the grain orientation set ( figure 3(a) ), boundary conditions are applied (sample fixed on the lower face to simulate a rigid glass substrate and a temperature change of T = 100 K applied linearly over time ( figure 3(b) ). The FEM calculation is carried out to retrieve the heterogeneous stress and strain fields ( figure 3(c) ). The displacement field u(x, y, z) is then transferred to a regular mesh (typically 200 × 200 × 5 elements; figure 3(d) ). Finally, equation (5) is computed with a complex FFT 10 . on a 200 3 array filled with zero outside the grain and with {cos(2π/a(hu x + ku y + lu z )), sin(2π/a(hu x + ku y + lu z ))} inside the selected grain. The amplitude of the complex output is stored into a 3D data set, which can then be visualized in the reciprocal space (q x , q y , q z ) and further analyzed ( figure 3(e) ). 
Application to a selected grain
The numerical diffraction procedure has been used with a particular grain named grain#52 in the following, and the results are presented in figure 4 . In the first column, no deformation has been applied yet, so that the diffraction pattern shows the effect of the shape only. One can see a symmetric pattern (FFT with a real input). Subsequent thermal straining clearly introduces some strain heterogeneities (see von Mises stress contours) and the diffraction pattern deforms and progressively loses its symmetry. By simulating the heterogeneous displacement field in a polycrystal, one can easily change a variety of parameters like grain shape and/or orientation, level of strain, boundary conditions, etc. Tying those computations with FFT can provide a very useful tool to understand the complexity of the real 3D coherent diffraction pattern observed experimentally.
Experimental results

Beamline setup
To perform coherent x-ray diffraction, third generation synchrotron light sources are required. The experiments have been performed at the CRISTAL beamline of the SOLEIL synchrotron. This beamline is well suited for coherent diffraction measurements. The source is a U20 undulator located 36 m upstream of the sample. The beam is monochromatized by a double Si(111) crystal. The number of windows along the beam is reduced to 1 to avoid coherence perturbations [15] . The goal of the experiment was to record the Bragg intensity from a single grain and at the same time to know which grain was diffracting in order to perform FE simulation. To reach this goal, a special design of the sample was made. A 10 × 10 µm 2 polycrystal was isolated at the center of a 150 × 150 µm 2 region where the initial gold thin film was etched by FIB 11 . The shaping of the beam was achieved by slits located 15 cm before the sample. The optimum aperture of these slits was calculated in order to obtain the smallest beam footprint on the sample [16] . According to the diffraction angle projection 12 , the beam was 5 × 25 µm 2 . The beam size was sufficient to see the region without gold and hence find the polycrystal. To ensure finding the region, the fluorescence signal of the gold was recorded thanks to a specific energy dispersive detector 13 . To collect this fluorescence it is necessary to bring the energy above the L 3 gold absorption edge, which is excited for an energy up to 11.91 keV. The fluorescence map was very convenient to locate the region of interest (figure 5).
To collect the Bragg signal a direct illuminated CCD camera from Andor with 1024 × 1024 pixels of 13 × 13 µm 2 is used. The detector is positioned on a 2θ arm at around 1.2 m from the sample to obtain a good resolution in direct space. A flight tube was used to limit absorption by air. The experimental noise was reduced by cooling down the CCD and by working in a single photon mode thanks to droplet algorithm [17] . This algorithm reduced the spreading of photons on the pixels and it is reasonable to neglect the convolution pixel effect. The resolution in these working conditions reached in the plane of the CCD camera was:
Experimental measurements
Once the coherent diffraction pattern from a single grain inside the isolated polycrystal was recorded, a thermal cycle was performed. (111) Bragg reflection in a coplanar symmetric geometry was recorded. A rocking curve was performed every 50 • C. A long exposure 200 × 2 s 2D slice was taken at the maximum of the rocking curve for each temperature step. Typically the long exposure acquisition yields a total count of 4 × 10 6 photons on the CCD with a maximum of around 7000 photons on one pixel.
A uniform strain simply shifts in 2θ the Bragg peak. On the other hand, distortion of the diffraction pattern is related to inhomogeneous strains (i.e. at least a power 2 law for the displacement field). In brief, the average strain in the grain is related to the global shift of the diffraction pattern whereas the distortion of the pattern, is related to the strain variation within the grain. The 3D center of gravity of the peak was monitored at every temperature. The results are summarized in figure 1(d) . On that plot, one can compare the individual and the collective behavior. The single grain is mildly sensitive to loading during the heating up. However, during Figure 6 . Evolution of the 2D slice taken at the maximum of rocking during the first thermic cycle (log10 scale).
cooling down its average strain is going down, and the grain is under tension. One should note that the cycle performed at the SOLEIL beamline was the first one and the cycle performed on the laboratory source was the second one. Qualitatively, a strong effect on diffraction pattern is observed during the thermal loading (figure 6). A split of the center of the peak appears for a temperature around 300
• C. During the cooling down, the central splitting disappears but an irreversible behavior change in the peak shape is observed. Indeed, the fringes are different from the initial ones. This irreversible behavior may be related to plastic activity.
In our working conditions, oversampling reaches 24 × 16 in the plane of the CCD, which means that fringes are described by 24 and 16 points for the two main directions. Direct space dimensions of the diffracting grain have been deduced and are 380 × 570 nm 2 . 380 nm is in good agreement with the expected film thickness. A quantitative mapping of the displacement field requires inversion procedures, which will be used on these data. This data treatment consists in retrieving the phase of the wavefield that is lost on the detector provided that some constraints about data acquisition are verified, which is the case here [18] . To reach this goal, several algorithms have been developed [3] , [19] - [23] .
Conclusion and perspectives
In this work, we have shown temperature-dependent coherent diffraction measurements. Single grain coherent diffraction patterns from an Au polycrystal have been recorded at different temperatures. The change of these patterns with temperature is related to the evolution of strains within the grain. Finite element modeling shows qualitatively similar behavior.
This work will develop in several directions. First, we expect that very soon we will be able to fully invert the diffraction patterns and thus get a complete strain mapping as a function of temperature. Moreover, our experimental findings indicate that plasticity probably plays a role even at low temperatures. Finite element plasticity will clearly be needed in order to get a better understanding of the coherent diffraction patterns.
Recent improvements in detectors (pixel detectors) will allow collecting 3D Bragg peaks faster and will be very useful for in situ characterization, allowing us to collect more than three independent Bragg reflections for each temperature. On the other hand, the constant improvement of light sources (focalization, flux, etc) would allow performing measurements further in reciprocal space, and thus improve the resolution in direct space possibly down to 5 nm.
